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Abstract— Over the past few years, technology has progressed
and developed rapidly, where ad hoc networks have contributed
a significant part to innovative development. There are four
varieties of ad hoc networks such as mobile (MANET), vehicular
(VANET), flying (FANET), and sea (SANET). Due to the
variation of specifications, these four ad hoc networks have to
turn into an alternative for providing connectivity in areas
where infrastructure-based networks cannot be deployed.
Therefore, this paper sets out a review of these four ad hoc
networks, particularly focusing on the characteristics such as
routing, density, and mobility. In addition, the variances
between the four ad hoc networks are discussed with related
works. This paper also outlines the challenges to be addressed in
the deployments of these ad hoc networks.
Index Terms— Wireless Ad Hoc Network, Routing, Density,
Mobility

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, the evolution of wireless networks has
enabled them to deliver a wide range of services to users,
meeting their requirements in a variety of application areas
[1]. The development of new wireless networks that function
over various frequency bands and not cluttered is enabled by
the advancements in current technology [2] [3]. The Wireless
Ad Hoc Network (WANET) is a dedicated network in which
all nodes in the network have the same state, and no central
control nodes are needed [4] [5]. The WANET is sometimes
referred to as a wireless mesh network. The nodes have the
ability to join or leave the network at any time. As a result,
the failure of a single node will have no effect on the
functioning of the whole network, and it is resistant to
disruption. These characteristics distinguish the WANET
from conventional wired and fixed networks in terms of
architecture, network organisation, and protocol design.
Scalability is one of the major issues with WANET due to
its unique nature. WANET performance is known to be
restricted not only by node capacity (e.g., link or channel),
but also by network capacity (e.g., the maximum number of
nodes) [6]. There are several elements that affect the capacity
measurement, including interference, energy constraints,
routing variance (protocol), node size (density), and mobility
patterns (models). When considering the scalability of such a
network, the number of nodes and the efficiency of a channel
capacity (e.g., how many nodes can a channel handle, while
maintaining an acceptable quality of service) are taken into
consideration [7] [8]. In WANET, there are four categories,
namely the Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET), the Vehicle
Ad Hoc Network (VANET), the Flying Ad Hoc Network
(FANET), and the Sea Ad Hoc Network (SANET) [9] [10].
This review aims to study the four ad hoc networks that focus
on scalability issues in routing, density, and mobility. The

contribution of this review will emphasise to what extent the
research community has evolved concerning MANET,
VANET, FANET, and SANET. The rest of this paper is
organised as follows. In Section II, we outline the four ad hoc
networks' differences and prior work. In Section III, we
discuss the possible challenges associated with the
deployment of these ad hoc networks. Finally, we conclude
in Section IV.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. MANET
MANET is a self-structured entity that functions with no
static topology. In this network, each node acts as a router and
host simultaneously [11]. This allows the network nodes to
be equivalent and can quickly join or leave the network. The
mobile nodes within each other's radio range can
communicate and transfer needed information directly [12].
All network nodes are provided with a wireless interface to
communicate with another node within the field. This type of
network is fully distributed and can operate anywhere without
the assistance of a fixed infrastructure as access points or base
stations [13]. Figure 1 gives an example of a MANET
architecture.

Figure 1: MANET Architecture

In MANET, other participating nodes randomly move
within the created wireless ad hoc network. Due to the nature
of the communication link between the two devices that are
changing from time to time, it is not easy to develop a
MANET for devices that move dynamically in the network
[14]. Nonetheless, there have been active efforts that focused
on routing, density, and mobility.
The authors of [15] employed network simulator 3 (NS-3)
to assess the AODV routing protocol's performance and
investigate the effect of mobility speed and node density in
MANETs. The performance metrics utilised for the
measurement include end-to-end delay, throughput and
packet delivery ratio. The simulation results show that
mobility speed and node density impact the efficiency of
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AODV in MANETs.
In the study [16], the authors conducted a simulation-based
study using the QualNet simulator to evaluate the
performance of the OLSR, Bellman-Ford, DSR, ZRP,
AODV, and DYMO routing protocols in the MANET
environment. The authors incorporated a group mobility
model to show the realistic environment of the movement of
mobile nodes under the varying mobility speed of nodes and
CBR traffic patterns. The performance was tested in terms of
metrics, namely end-to-end delay, jitter, and throughput. The
results of this study have shown that speed has an adverse
effect on the performance of routing protocols.
Authors in [17] presented an investigation based on a
random waypoint mobility model using the OPNET
simulator. The authors emphasise evaluating the performance
of OLSR, DSR, and TORA routing protocols under an
increase in node density in MANET. The performance was
assessed based on throughput, delay, network load, routing
traffic sent, and routing traffic received. Based on the results
obtained, the authors determined that increasing the density
of the nodes affects the efficiency of DSR and TORA in terms
of delay and throughput compared to OLSR.
Authors in [18] examined the impacts of different mobility
models of DSDV and DSR routing protocols in the MANET
environment. For this purpose, the authors incorporated
random waypoint, group mobility, freeway, and manhattan
models. The execution examination has also included
different densities and the number of hops using network
simulator 2 (NS-2). The performance was evaluated based on
throughput with UDP traffic. The authors describe that the
demonstration fluctuates across various mobility models and
densities.
Furthermore, in [19], the authors showed the OLSR
protocol's performance with two alternative mobility models:
random waypoint mobility and random-based mobility. The
simulation was carried out using network simulator 2 (NS-2)
with various scenarios and nodes. The authors compared the
performance of the routing protocol in terms of packet drop
ratio, routing overhead normalization, data packet delivered,
constant bit ratio, end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, and
throughput ratio. Based on the results, random waypoint
mobility outperformed random-based mobility in every
parameter tested.
Readers interested in more works of MANET analysis and
evaluation are referred to [20 - 24].
B. VANET
With the involvement of the vehicle node, the network
could be built, and it is known as VANET [25]. To keep road
users or drivers more comfortable, various applications have
been developed. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is
one of those applications that mainly focuses on vehicle
communication [26]. These communications are classified
into two forms: vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to
infrastructure (V2I) communication. Amongst these, V2V
requires an on-board unit (OBU), and V2I requires a roadside
unit (RSU) to work along with VANET [27]. An example of
an applicable VANET architecture is shown in Figure 2.
Although VANET has recently advanced and enabled the
V2X ecosystem for deployment in some countries [28], it
remains a major challenge. Due to its dynamic nature, the lack
of realistic models and the capability to support an increasing
number of vehicles has been an imperative topic for many
researchers to discover.
14

Figure 2: VANET Architecture

The authors of [29] used the GPSR protocol to investigate
the mobility features of several VANET mobility models.
The mobility models include gauss Markov, reference point
group, random waypoint, random direction, and Manhattan
grid. Network simulator 2 (NS-2) was used for the simulation,
and results were assessed using the following parameters:
end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and
throughput. The authors determined that the reference point
group outperforms the other mobility models in all
parameters.
Authors [30] presented a simulation study on the GPSR and
AODV routing protocols in a VANET environment using
OMNET++ with SUMO. The focus of the study was to
involve a varying number of nodes with realistic simulation
scenarios. The simulation performances were observed based
on packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, packet drop ratio,
and throughput. In comparison to AODV, the results showed
that the performance of GPSR is less vulnerable when there
is an increase in the number of nodes and speed,
demonstrating its strength for scalability and mobility.
In the study [31], the AODV protocol has been taken as the
routing protocol to create a scenario for the VANET
environment using network simulator 2 (NS-2) and SUMO
and MOVE. The authors aim to assess various performance
parameters against different node densities. The parameters
involved in this study are throughput, average throughput,
simulation time, and packet drop. According to the
observations, increasing the node density impacts AODV
efficiency in both throughput and delay.
The authors in [32] discussed the purpose of infrastructure
in an urban setting and compared the performance of the
OLSR, AODV, AOMDV, DSR, ZRP, GPSR, and MDART
routing protocols where mobility was a restriction. In order to
compare different routing protocols in an urban environment,
network simulator 2 (NS-2) was used along with the other
kinds of traffic. The authors assessed the performance in
terms of end-to-end delay, routing cost, jitter, packet delivery
ratio, and efficiency. According to the authors, the
demonstration varies depending on the use of routing
protocol and the kind of traffic involved.
Furthermore, authors in [33] explored DSR, DSDV, and
AODV routing protocols in the VANET environment using
network simulator 2 (NS-2) and SUMO. The authors defined
an increasing number of vehicles in a realistic movement
scenario using the two-ray ground mobility model. The
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performance of the simulation is considered in terms of endto-end delay, packet delivery ratio, and throughput. The
authors determined that the AODV routing protocol is more
appropriate for movement with increasing vehicles than DSR
and DSDV.
Readers interested in further publications on VANET
analysis and assessment are directed to [34-38].
C. FANET
FANET is a special class of MANET that resembles
VANET [39]. In other words, there is also the commonality
of mobility in FANET, as it is in MANET and VANET [40].
FANET is a type of network that consists of mobile agents
called micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) [41]. These flying agents
make up a group of small MAVs connected on an ad hoc basis
to communicate for the required purposes. The existence of
these flying agents typically results in the frequent changes of
FANET’s network topology [42]. Figure 3 depicts a FANET
architecture.

Figure 3: FANET Architecture

FANET is also known as a swarm or fleet of Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), a group of aerial robots or drones
that collaborates to accomplish a common purpose [43]. Each
drone in a swarm may be assigned a specific data gathering
and processing assignment, and these tasks can be carried out
in real-time. Despite this, researchers have been exploring the
creation of UAV swarm systems since communication is one
of the utmost challenging subjects to address.
The authors of [44] used OPNET to create a realistic
FANET simulation environment in which they compared
OLSR, DSR, AODV, and GRP routing protocols on a random
waypoint mobility model. To compare the performance of the
protocols, parameters such as end-to-end delay, throughput,
received data, and dropped data were measured. The
experimental findings show that various routing may be
adapted to diverse UAV communication network scenarios.
Consequently, the quantitative findings may serve as a useful
reference for selecting the appropriate routing protocol in
various cases.
The authors of [45] developed a unique mobility model
based on spiral line (SLMM) using DSDV and AODV
routing protocols in the FANET environment using network
simulator 2. (NS-2). The simulation's performance was
assessed based on end-to-end delay, routing overhead,
throughput and packet loss. The results showed that the
AODV routing protocol performs better with SLMM than the
DSDV routing protocol. The authors believe that SLMM
effectively supplements the mobility model that can provide
better performance support in the FANET environment.
The study [46] used the DSR, DSDV, and AODV routing
protocols in the FANET environment using the network
simulator 2. (NS-2). The authors combined the random

waypoint and Gauss-Markov mobility models to create a new
random-gauss integrated model designed to work with the
routing protocols. The simulation contains a range of node
densities and speeds. The performance was evaluated in terms
of end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, jitter, and
throughput. The authors find that the random-gauss
integrated model is superior to the other two models in terms
of performance.
Authors in [47] examined the feasibility of the 3D mobility
model in the FANET environment using network simulator 2
(NS-2). The simulation comprises the routing protocols
OLSR, DSDV, AODV, and GPSR with CBR traffic. In
addition, the simulation incorporates different numbers of
nodes and speeds. The performance was assessed using
parameters such as packet delivery ratio and end-to-end
delay. The simulation results reveal that the AODV routing
protocol outperforms the other three protocols.
Furthermore, using network simulator 2 (NS-2), the
authors of [48] investigated OLSR, AODV, DSDV, DSR,
FSR, and TORA routing protocols in the FANET
environment. The authors include the random waypoint
mobility model and CBR traffic. The simulation was
evaluated in terms of end-to-end delay, packet loss, and
throughput. According to the results, FSR had promising
performance when compared to the other routing protocols.
More research on FANET analysis and assessment may be
found at [49-53].
D. SANET
SANET consists of nodes such as boats, ships, submarines,
vessels, or unmanned surface vehicles (USV) linked together
to form an extensive network [54]. The network is focused on
improving aquatic connectivity. Typically, the nodes that
exist within a specific area are determined by the node density
[55]. As the nodes are dispersed throughout the oceans, the
density of nodes is moderate. Under conditions of high USV
mobility in SANET, topology can have frequent changes in
topology compared to MANET. However, compared to
VANET and FANET, changes in topology are significantly
slower [56] [57]. An example of a SANET architecture is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: SANET Architecture

According to [58], existing sea communication systems
provide low-data-rate services such as ship identification or
positioning via an automatic identification system (AIS).
Although communication between ships is possible, it
requires a significant amount compared to a conventional
communication system. Nonetheless, research into ship
networking has led many researchers to investigate a resistant
SANET environment.
The author of [59] demonstrated the AIS-aided AODV
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routing protocol in a SANET environment. The author
emphasized the need to employ ship position information to
reduce the amount of flooding during the route discovery
process. The technique was tested on a testbed that was
created using Linux as the operating system. The
performance was assessed based on routing overhead metrics.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed AAODV routing protocol can support multi-hop data transfer
while incurring a lower routing overhead than existing
protocols.
The author [60] presented an improved GPSR routing
protocol in a SANET environment implemented using
MATLAB. The authors tested two different scenarios in order
to see how the results differed from one another. The routing
void rate, packet delivery rate, and route hop count are some
of the parameters used to evaluate the network's performance.
When comparing the improved routing protocol to the
traditional routing protocol, the results demonstrated that the
improved routing protocol has better routing void and packet
delivery rates.
The authors of [61] investigated existing OLSR, AODV,
and DSR routing protocols in the SANET environment using
a network simulator (NS-3) and ocean-net topology. In
addition, the authors used the random waypoint, random
walk, and constant mobility models. The performance was
assessed based on end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, and
throughput metrics. Based on the authors, the demonstration
fluctuates across different routing protocols and with
different mobility models.
The authors in [62] developed a novel routing technique,
opportunistic void avoidance routing (OVAR), to overcome
the void issue and improve energy dependability in the
SANET environment. The proposed routing protocol was
tested against HHVBF, VAPR, and VBF in a single-sink
architecture using a network simulator (NS-2) and an aquasim simulation software package. The performance was
evaluated in terms of energy tax, propagation deviation
factor, average hop count, packet delivery ratio, and end-toend delay. The findings of the thorough simulation analysis
reveal that the proposed routing protocol outperforms all
existing protocols.
Furthermore, authors in [63] presented a stateless
opportunistic routing protocol (SORP) to handle trapped and
void nodes locally discovered using a passive participation
technique. The proposed routing protocol was evaluated in a
multi-sink architecture against DBR and WDFAD-DBR
utilising a network simulator (NS-2) and aqua-sim. The
simulation was evaluated in terms of the energy tax, distance
covered, number of forwardings, end-to-end delay, and
packet delivery ratio. The simulation findings reveal that
SORP outperforms other protocols in terms of routing
performance parameters.
Readers interested in more works of SANET analysis and
evaluation are referred to [64-68].
Table 1 shows the characteristics of MANET, VANET,
FANET, and SANET. According to the deliberations of all
four ad hoc networks' most recent published work, most
researchers are interested in the particular subject because of
the tremendous potential it holds. However, the majority of
the work done so far does not provide an extended
explanation for a suitable routing protocol that takes into
account node density and mobility in addition to the increase.
Perhaps it is intended to be extremely simple and restricted in
nature. Furthermore, utilizing a testbed for real-world
16

demonstration is considered an innovative process, given that
there has been limited study into this area to date.
Table 1
Characteristics of MANET, VANET, FANET and SANET

Characteristics

MANET

VANET

FANET

SANET

Node Type

Laptop,
Tablet,
Smartphone

Vehicle, Bus,
Truck,
Motorcycle,
Traffic Light

Aircraft,
Helicopter,
Drone

Boat, Ship,
Vessel

Node Setup

Positioning

Road or
Infrastructure

Airfields

Water

Topology
Change

Slow

Fast

Fast

Slow

Node Density

Low

High

Very High

Medium

Node Speed

Low to
Medium

Medium to
High

Medium to
High

Medium to
High

Routing
Protocol

Proactive,
Reactive, and
Hybrid

Proactive,
Reactive, and
Hybrid

Proactive,
Reactive,
and Hybrid

Proactive,
Reactive,
and Hybrid

Node Mobility

Low

High

Very High

Medium

Mobility Model

Random

Regular

Regular or
Random

Random

Computational
Power

Low

High

High

High

Frequency
Band

2.4 GHz / 5.0
GHz

5.9 GHz

2.4 GHz /
5.0 GHz

5.0 GHz

III. DISCUSSION
A. Routing
Routing protocols differ in MANET, VANET, FANET,
and SANET. Due to the difference in deployments, it is
challenging to ensure that the routing protocol can update the
routing tables. Besides, it is also uncertain where these
routing protocols may have been developed to be reliable on
either low or high mobility nodes. On a separate note, there
has been minimal research on medium mobility nodes,
leading to further examination of the routing protocols'
deployments. Based on the literature, developing a routing
protocol for effective data transmission includes mobility and
density. Therefore, adopting modified versions or new
protocols with the potential to apply new techniques in
different contexts is critical.
B. Density
The number of nodes within the network and their motion
significantly affect network performance. Establishing a
route within a dispersed network is generally difficult
because of contentious communication distances, whereas in
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a dense network, the network nodes may be affected by
increased interference. In the circumstance of high mobility,
it may cause frequent route disruptions, causing delays in the
spread and loss of packets in the route establishments. Large
mobile networks lack consistent node settings, and nodes'
availability can be dispersed in an actual scenario. Hence,
network connectivity and routing have a significant impact
on node density. This could be illustrated in a network
environment in terms of mobile, vehicle, drone, or vessel
communication. The determination of network connectivity
depends upon the density of the neighbouring nodes. In
addition, node density is a crucial factor in terms of selecting
and repairing routes. A higher density of nodes may provide
opportunities for route selection and route repair. If the
network nodes are saturated, the transitions between nodes
increase the overhead costs of the network, which would
result in an imbalance of load. Thus, the use of appropriate
node density in a realistic context leads to network
performance improvements.
C. Mobility
The ultimate purpose of mobility models is to demonstrate
the direction, acceleration, and speed of a node. Therefore, it
is vital to decide on a suitable mobility model to analyze
respective routing protocols. Modelling ad-hoc mobility
nodes is a controlled concept, as only a few ad-hoc networks
can be compared. There are various types of mobility models
that have been classified according to their specific mobility
characteristics, such as temporal, spatial, and geographic. The
movement history impacts the movement of a moving node
in temporal models. Whereas in spatial models, the moving
nodes tend to move correspondingly. In the geographic
model, the constraint of a moving node is due to obstacles,
roads, or highways. In most simulations, the random mobility
model is used to determine the performance of the relevant
protocols. Although the movement affects the network's
topology over time, it is also conflictual and impractical as
nodes' movement is uncontrolled and uncertain in real-world
scenarios. Therefore, it is crucial to identify a specific
mobility model to ensure real-world deployment.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The core component of an ad hoc network is the
fundamental application of providing services to end-users.
The behaviour of the nodes in MANET, VANET, FANET,
and SANET is dynamic due to different types of topology and
network nature. These ad hoc networks are directly connected
to the end-users in various deployments, an essential
milestone in a vigorous environment. This paper has
discussed ad hoc networks based on mobile, vehicle, flying,
and sea systems, their characteristics, related works, and
potential challenges. A comprehensive study will be carried
out in future work to identify the specific deployments in
terms of routing, density, and mobility.
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